e-Learning PM - PMBOK® Guide 5th Edition
Target audience
This e-learning is specifically designed for:
• The project managers who want to learn project management according to PMI® standards
(PMBOK® Guide).
• The project managers who prepare a PMP® or CAPM® certification

Objectives
After this training, a participant
knows the knowledge areas and the
project management processes as
described in the PMBOK® Guide – the
global standard established in project
management by PMI® (Project
Management Institute). This guide is
the reference used for PMP® or
CAPM® certifications.

Contents
In line with the PMBOK® Guide 5th Edition, this e-learning covers the following knowledge areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

PM Framework
Processes and Project Life Cycle
Integration
Scope
Time
Cost

•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality
Human resources
Communications
Risk
Procurement
Stakeholders

Approach
In this e-learning, theory is completed with practical examples and tests. For efficient guidance,
references are made to the PMBOK® Guide 5th Edition, so participants know where the detailed knowledge
according to PMI® is.
The guideline of this e-learning is interactivity: Participants are deeply involved and have to work on many
exercises – the best way to experience and acquire the know-how. In addition, more than 400 tests have
been designed to ensure a perfect understanding.
This e-learning sets the quality and the participant sets the speed for the optimal efficiency: It is possible
in few days to acquire the knowledge areas and the project management processes as described in the
PMBOK® Guide.

Your advantage
•
•
•
•

Focus on what you don’t know yet
More than 400 interactive and straight to the point exercises
Tests to measure how well the knowledge is acquired
Anywhere, anytime

PMI, PMP, PMBOK and CAPM, are marks or certification marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.
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